Modulation of nuclear rotation in neuronal interphase nuclei by nerve growth factor, by gamma-aminobutyric acid, and by changes in intracellular calcium.
Nuclear rotation (NR) is typically measured as motion of nucleoli within nuclei of cells in vitro. This occurs in cycling cells. However, its observation in neurons arrested in interphase indicates that mechanisms related to mitosis are not a prerequisite. We have recently shown that NR occurs in three dimensions within the nuclear space, that it occurs within the space delineated by the outer nuclear membrane and that it includes chromatin domains in addition to nucleoli and have postulated that this motion of chromatin domains is related to changes in gene expression. We now show that exposure of dorsal root, sensory neurons in vitro to nerve growth factor (NGF) or to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), agents which alter gene expression, and to agents causing redistribution of calcium, such as EGTA and the calcium ionophore A23187, significantly alters NR. The NGF increased the mean rate of NR and did so at a time after exposure when activity of RNA polymerases have been shown to rise. Exposure to GABA resulted, within minutes, in shifts of the nucleolus within the three-dimensional space of the nucleus, associated in some neurons with significant, sigmoidal increases in the rate of NR. The calcium ionophore A23187 as well as chelation of extracellular calcium with EGTA similarly increased rates. Importantly, excess calcium, with EGTA remaining present, returned NR of all nucleoli to rates not different from controls. This indicates that the increase in NR seen with EGTA is specific to the chelation of calcium and not an nonspecific response to EGTA. It is difficult to link the action of agents which alter gene expression or transmembrane ion balance with changes in NR. Nevertheless, in support of our hypothesis, the results presented here show that agents known to alter gene expression, alter NR in a temporally coincident manner and that they do so, possibly, by calcium-dependent mechanisms.